**Ozymandias**

- “antique"
- “vast and trunkless legs of stone"
- “desert"
- “sand"
- “half sunk, a shattered visage lies, who's frown and wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command”
- “which yet survive, stamp'd on these lifeless things”
- “mocked"
- “heart that fed"
- “King of Kings”
- “Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair”
- “Nothing beside remains”
- “Round the decay of that colossal wreck”
- “boundless and bare”
- “The lone and level sands stretch far away”
Storm on the island

• “We are prepared: we build our houses squat”
• “Sink walls in rock…slate”
• “Wizened earth...never troubled us”
• “No stacks or stooks”
• “Nor...trees which might prove company”
• “Wind blows full blast”
• “Leaves and branches can raise a tragic chorus in a gale”
• “You can listen to the thing you fear forgetting that it pummels your house too.”
• “No trees, no natural shelter”
• “Sea is company”
• “Exploding comfortably”
• “Hits the very windows”
• “Spits like a tame cat turned savage”
• “Sit tight while the wind dives and strafes invisibly”
• “space is a salvo”
• “Bombarded by the empty air”
• “Strange, it is a huge nothing that we fear”